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Marlborough District Council (Brin Williman). This document includes an edited excerpt from an 
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Memo  

Subject: Wairau  (above Waihopai) Riverbed Definition 

1. The riparian land flanking the Wairau River in the reach above the Waihopai River is being 
developed for vineyards. This land is prone to flooding and erosion.  Indeed some of the land was 
active gravel riverbed only 45 years ago before Council (Catchment Board) began carrying out 
river control works under the Wairau Valley flood control Scheme in 1960. 

2. The Wairau Valley flood control scheme has now been discontinued here and Council policy on 
river control works is to keep the active riverbed free of willows and other impeding vegetation. 
Council expects individual landowners to take the prime responsibility for carrying out bank 
protection works. 

3. There is a question as to where to where the riverbed starts and stops which affects where Council 
is going to take responsibility for carrying out river works under its own resource consent, and 
where individuals need their own resource consents. 

4. The definition of a riverbed in the Resource Management Act 1991 is “The space of water which 
the waters of a river cover at its fullest flow without overtopping its banks”. 

5. This is an unsatisfactory definition for braided rivers which have no clearly defined ‘bank’ but a 
series of low terraces, and which also erode its edges and moves about from flood to flood. Thus 
the ‘riverbed’ under the Resource Management Act 1991 definition will vary from flood to flood 
and may vary considerably over time. 

6. The riverbed definition under the Resource Management Act 1991 is different and larger than the 
active gravel channel perceived by many as the ‘riverbed’ and it is usually different again from the 
cadastral legal title boundaries separating ‘crown riverbed’ from privately owned land. 

7. The definition of “riverbed” will be affected by river control works of bank strengthening (by rock 
work and willow trees), of gravel and rock banking (flood diversion works), and channel clearing 
works of tree removal and gravel extraction. The construction of river works in one location  can 
effect the land area that is considered “riverbed” for several kilometres downstream. 

8. Council’s Rivers Section is continuing the river control activities of tree removal to keep clear a 
fairway channel, and managing gravel extraction to achieve improved size and stability of this 
fairway channel. Council’s bank strengthening works however have been discontinued and this is 
the landowners’ responsibility for maintaining existing work or constructing new work. These 
policies are described under the Wairau River Floodways Management Plan (1994).  

9. The proposal:  that the Wairau River fairway channel that was established by Council river control 
works from 1960 to 1994, and partly maintained as described above, should be considered as the 
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default definition of the Wairau riverbed.  (The river reach in question is the 25 kilometres from the 
Waihopai confluence to Hillersden.) 

10. In this reach of river the Council constricted the river to 600 metres wide from a previous typical 
1000 metres wide; and was successful to a large degree. During the 1960s this work was 
predominantly by bank edge protection by willow planting; in the 1970s and 1980s by rock work 
and gravel training banks (open ended stopbanks). 

11. The river channel fairway that has been achieved follows a gently curving meander pattern, and to 
a large degree to the alignment proposed under 1960 Wairau Valley Scheme. 

12. The effect on flood water levels of fully stopbanking and confining the river to this 600 metre 
fairway width has been analysed for only one location, notably for the Millennium Vineyards’ 
resource consent stopbanking work. The hydraulic analysis showed that the effect of this 
confinement was to raise floodwaters by only 0.2 metres in a 1 in 50 year return period event.  This 
is considered minor.  As the river is similar over the 25 km reach this result will be reasonably 
transferable to other sites without the need for further detailed analysis at these sites. 

13. Attached are aerial photographic GIS plan of the river depicting the river fairway channel 
boundaries in orange. Legal roads are in pink. The aerial photographic plan is of 2005. 

14. Also shown to exactly the same scale and format is this river fairway channel overlaid on a 1958 
aerial photographic plan. The reduction in width of the ‘riverbed’ through river control works is 
clearly shown. Also just observable in places are drawn lines showing 1960 scheme design 
‘riverbed’ width. 

Proposal 
That the land depicted on the attached plans should be considered as Wairau riverbed for river 
management and resource consent purposes, and land outside this not be considered as Wairau 
riverbed, unless there is further evidence to the contrary. 
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